A ferret model of COPD-related chronic bronchitis
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Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is the third leading cause of death in the US. The majority of COPD patients have symptoms of chronic bronchitis, which lacks specific therapies. A major impediment to therapeutic development has been the absence of animal models that recapitulate key clinical and pathologic features of human disease. Ferrets are well suited for the investigation of the significance of respiratory diseases, given prior data indicating similarities to human airway physiology and submucosal gland distribution. Here, we exposed ferrets to chronic cigarette smoke and found them to approximate complex clinical features of human COPD. Unlike mice, which develop solely emphysema, smoke-exposed ferrets exhibited markedly higher numbers of early-morning spontaneous coughs and sporadic infectious exacerbations as well as a higher level of airway obstruction accompanied by goblet cell metaplasia/hyperplasia and increased mucus expression in small airways, indicative of chronic bronchitis and bronchiolitis. Overall, we demonstrate the first COPD animal model exhibiting clinical and pathologic features of chronic bronchitis to our knowledge, providing a key advance that will greatly facilitate the preclinical development of novel treatments for this disease.

Introduction

Chronic obstructive lung disease (COPD) has recently surpassed stroke as the third leading cause of death in the US (1), and it is observed with increasing incidence worldwide. Although genetic factors also contribute to COPD etiology, cigarette smoking and chronic exposure to inhaled irritants, such as pollutants, particulate matter, and chemical fumes, pose the main risks (2). Unfortunately, current treatment options for this disease are limited. No pharmacologic treatments for COPD alter its natural history, and there are no effective treatments for chronic cough and sputum production, which are characteristic of the chronic bronchitis phenotype and are among the most clinically troublesome COPD manifestations. As such, management is confined to smoking cessation, oxygen therapy, and symptomatic treatment, primarily using bronchodilators.

Two classical phenotypes of COPD are emphysema and chronic bronchitis. Recent understanding of these disease phenotypes suggests far more overlap in terms of underlying mechanisms and presentation than what was previously recognized in the literature (3, 4). Chronic bronchitis patients traditionally exhibit pathologic features, including goblet cell hyperplasia, mucin hyperexpression, and mucus accumulation (5), which lead to impaired mucus clearance (6–8), chronic bacterial colonization, and persistent neutrophilic airway inflammation (9–13). A relatively high incidence of bronchiectasis (14) and association with lung function decline (15) are further indicative of COPD progression. Airway mucus obstruction in chronic bronchitis is associated with excess morbidity and mortality and is a major contributor to airflow limitation (12, 16).

To date, the absence of suitable animal models has severely limited progress in evaluating the mechanistic basis of COPD and in developing new, more efficacious therapies. Most prominently, smoke-exposed rodents and genetically modified mice do not exhibit mucus retention, despite the presence of severe...
emphysema (17). Noting the demonstration of spontaneous bronchitis and bronchopneumonia (18, 19) in a recently developed ferret model of cystic fibrosis via knockout of cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR), which has also been observed to be dysfunctional in COPD patients who are active or former smokers (20, 21), we hypothesized that ferrets may be more suitable for the study of COPD pathophysiology. Prior reports indicating impaired mucus transport following smoke exposure of ferrets provided further support to model COPD in this species (22). Thus, we sought to develop an animal model of cigarette smoke–induced chronic bronchitis and found that ferrets exposed to chronic smoke developed defining clinical and pathologic characteristics of the disease. This research tool will help advance our understanding of mechanisms underlying COPD pathogenesis and provide an improved preclinical model for evaluating novel COPD therapies.

**Results**

**Evidence of chronic bronchitis in cigarette smoke–exposed ferrets.** Chronic bronchitis is clinically defined by the presence of chronic productive cough. To develop a useful animal model of smoke-induced chronic bronchitis, normal ferrets were exposed to cigarette smoke for 6 months. Following a brief training period to acclimate the ferrets, fully grown normal males and females were exposed to 60 minutes of smoke from 3R4F research cigarettes (200 μg/l of total particulate matter) twice daily using a custom-designed nose-only exposure system coupled with an automated smoke generator (Supplemental Figure 1; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/jci.insight.87536DS1). After 3 months of cigarette smoke exposure, ferrets began to develop a noticeable spontaneous cough that worsened over time. To quantify this, we recorded early-morning coughs at 6 months of smoke exposure using whole-body plethysmography combined with audio and video confirmation in conscious free-moving ferrets. Recordings were collected for 10-minute sessions at least 15 hours after the most recent smoke exposure. A representative cough is shown in Supplemental Video 1. Abrupt changes in the respiratory cycle of smoke-exposed ferrets are apparent by whole-body plethysmography tracings and are accompanied by audible cough (Figure 1A). Early-morning cough frequency was significantly elevated in smoke-exposed ferrets (Figure 1B). Together, these data indicate that smoke-exposed ferrets exhibit clinical evidence of chronic bronchitis even in the absence of direct irritation resulting from acute smoke exposure.

**Chronic mucus hypersecretion and goblet cell metaplasia/hyperplasia.** To assess pathologic evidence of chronic mucus hypersecretion, the pathologic correlate to chronic bronchitis, we examined ferrets upon necropsy performed 6 months following cigarette smoke exposure. This time period is equivalent to the human life expectancy projected after approximately 10 pack-years of smoking, the guideline-recommended threshold for a clinical diagnosis of COPD (23). All morphometric analyses of ferret airways were conducted by a pathologist blinded to exposure assignment for two lobes (upper and lower left) from each ferret; 98 percent of ferrets were available for analysis. PAS staining revealed clear evidence of goblet cell metaplasia/hyperplasia in medium and small airways (Figure 2A). Submucosal gland hyperplasia also was evident (Figure 2A), reminiscent of increased Reid index in humans with chronic bronchitis. Epithelial height was approximately 20% increased over air controls (Figure 2C and D), even when controlled for airway caliber (Figure 2E), indicating epithelial remodeling and hypertrophy. Mucus expression measured by PAS-positive goblet cell area, normalized by the size of the airway lumen to account for cell variation due to airway diameter, was 60% (0.042% ± 0.025% smoke vs. 0.025% ± 0.013% air control; \( P = 0.06 \)) higher in smoke-exposed airways over control airways (Figure 2F). Individual ferrets exhibited heterogeneity in this parameter, reflecting the patchy nature of bronchitis. Goblet cell distribution analyzed by airway size quintile indicated that increased mucus was most evident in the smallest airways analyzed (Figure 2G), as thought to occur in humans (12). Muc5b and Muc5ac staining was greater in smoke-exposed ferrets (Supplemental Figure 2) but was not conducive to quantitation due to patchy staining. These results in ferrets were distinct from results from experiments involving prolonged exposure of cigarette smoke to mice, which showed minimal evidence of goblet cell metaplasia/hyperplasia or mucus obstruction (Supplemental Figure 3), consistent with extensive prior experience with smoke-exposed mouse models (21, 24).

**Chronic bronchitis and infectious exacerbations in cigarette smoke–exposed ferrets.** Compromised host defense observed in patients with COPD fosters an airway environment that facilitates growth of inhaled and aspirated bacteria, setting the stage for pathologic infections (25, 26). Over the 6-month period of cigarette smoke exposure, 2 of 12 smoke-exposed ferrets developed fatal respiratory infection, with fever, respiratory
distress, reduced feeding, weight loss, and physical inactivity necessitating euthanasia and necropsy (Figure 3A). Even among the ferrets that did not exhibit clinical signs of infection, smoke exposure caused weight loss (Figure 3B), reminiscent of the lower BMI observed among COPD patients (27, 28). Gross examination revealed mucus occlusion of larger airways in ferrets with bronchitis exacerbations (Figure 3C), and microbial cultures of lung specimens identified Staphylococcus xylosus and Staphylococcus schleiferi, pathogenic respiratory bacteria native to ferrets (29–31). Histologic analysis revealed mucus plaques plastered to the airway surface (Figure 3D) and focal areas of respiratory bronchiolitis and peribronchial pneumonia (Figure 3E), characteristics of airway infection that were not observed in controls.

Airway obstruction in cigarette smoke–exposed ferrets. Airway obstruction is associated with COPD morbidity and mortality, even in patients who do not chronically expectorate mucus (12, 16). To assess for the presence of small airway obstruction in the ferret model, we examined airway function using forced oscillometry to assess respiratory mechanics in intubated and sedated ferrets. Inspiratory capacity, a sensitive marker of resting hyperinflation correlated with COPD mortality (32), was significantly reduced in smoke-exposed ferrets (79.5 ± 9.4 ml smoke vs. 85.9 ± 5.9 ml air control; \( P < 0.05 \); Figure 4A). Because inspiratory capacity can be decreased due to either increased small airway obstruction or loss of elastic recoil from emphysema, we examined other respiratory parameters to distinguish these possibilities. Reduced inspiratory capacity was associated with a 43% increase \( (P < 0.05) \) in Newtonian airway resistance, which primarily reflects the conducting airways (Figure 4B). In contrast, neither tissue damping (Figure 4C) nor quasistatic compliance (Figure 4D), each a marker of alveolar resistance and elastic recoil, respectively, were significantly altered. In total, these data provide functional evidence of airway obstruction in smoke-exposed ferrets.

Emphysema in cigarette smoke–exposed ferrets. In addition to demonstrating features of chronic bronchitis, a unique feature as compared with other animal models, smoke-exposed ferrets exhibited some histological features of emphysema, as seen in humans and mice. Evidence of emphysema in smoke-exposed ferrets included a pathologic increase in airspace structure, as shown by alveolar enlargement compared to controls (Figure 5, A and B), as reflected in a 15% increase in mean linear intercept (Figure 5E), a quantitative measure of emphysema that is increased by a similar magnitude in humans with COPD but is lower than that seen in mice (33, 34). Pathologic analysis demonstrated peribronchial and interstitial neutrophilic inflammation (Figure 5, C and D) that was accompanied by increased neutrophil counts in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (Figure 5F). Smoke exposure had a minimal effect on lung compliance, suggesting a mild emphysema as opposed to overt chronic bronchitis at this stage of disease (Figure 4D), compatible with the duration of smoking. Taken together, these studies provide evidence that 6 months of cigarette smoke exposure in ferrets induces classic features of mild-to-moderate COPD, including features of both chronic bronchitis and emphysema.
Discussion

In the US, nearly 15 million individuals suffer from COPD, generating over $30 billion in annual healthcare costs (1, 2). Over 60% of COPD patients have cough and sputum production characteristic of chronic bronchitis, which is independently associated with rate of lung function decline and death and is without effective treatment (12, 35, 36), rendering this COPD phenotype particularly problematic. Limitations of currently available animal models of COPD have posed a major barrier to gaining mechanistic insight into and developing novel treatment strategies for this disease. We have tackled this critical shortcoming by developing a cigarette exposure system for ferrets, an animal model that we show exhibits clinical and pathological features of bronchitis similar to those observed in humans, and coupling
this with a number of clinically relevant assays. After a sufficient duration and intensity of exposure, smoke-exposed ferrets exhibit cough and airway obstruction as well as pathologic evidence of chronic mucus hypersecretion, the cardinal features of the human condition.

Clinically, chronic bronchitis is diagnosed when a patient presents with cough and mucus on most days for 3 months during 2 consecutive years when other lung conditions have been reasonably eliminated as a cause. To our knowledge, this is the first report of recapitulating early-morning cough in a COPD animal model without any use of stimulatory agents such as capsaicin or citric acid. In COPD patients, cough frequency is highest in the morning, especially in those patients with severe disease (37, 38). In addition, early-morning cough can also be used to predict exacerbation risk, rescue inhaler usage and response, ability to carry out normal daily activities, and overall health-related quality of life (39–41). Thus, smoke-exposed ferrets serve as an effective laboratory tool to evaluate pathogenic events leading up to chronic cough, elucidate mechanisms, and test emerging interventions.

The link between chronic bronchitis symptoms and airway obstruction is not always straightforward, and hence, it is critical to elucidate the mechanistic nuances underlying these manifestations. For example, mucin overproduction and mucus obstruction of small airways occurs even in COPD patients with emphysema and documented airflow obstruction but without evidence of chronic bronchitis (12). Conversely, some patients with chronic mucus expectoration do not have airflow obstruction (42). Our data are consistent with the complexities of the human condition, as COPD ferrets exhibit clear evidence of chronic bronchitis (cough, conducting airway abnormalities) and bronchiolitis (increased mucus expression in small airways), but the changes in airway obstruction are more variable. We suspect that goblet cell metaplasia/hyperplasia, hypertrophied epithelium, and mucus accumulations are responsible for diminished inspiratory capacity and increased Newtonian resistance, a readout primarily of the large and conducting airways.
among smoke-exposed ferrets. In contrast, while increased mucus expression of the small airways was clearly significant upon histopathologic analysis, measures of small airway resistance (i.e., tissue damping) were not elevated in smoke-exposed ferrets. While changes in tissue damping may have been masked by less dramatic changes in the alveolar spaces, this may also reflect the disparity between histopathology and physiology apparent in humans and suggest the need for other sensitive endpoints to quantify the relative contribution of small airway disease to lung obstruction.

Although features of chronic bronchitis are prominent in the ferret model, emphysema also clearly occurs, mirroring emerging clinical data that are challenging the widely accepted dichotomy that there are two distinct COPD phenotypes — emphysema and chronic bronchitis (3, 43, 44). Smoke-exposed ferrets exhibit an increased mean linear intercept that is proportionate to alveolar enlargement seen in humans (33) (Figure 5), reflecting the overlap of these classically distinct phenotypes. We suspect that the contribution of emphysema to airway obstruction in smoke-exposed ferrets is relatively modest, given minimal alterations in lung compliance and more prominent mucosal obstruction (Figure 4); this may be due to the relatively mild stage of disease at this stage of the model (i.e., ~10 pack-years based on life expectancy of ferrets). The fact that bronchitis remains prominent is compatible with the high incidence of bronchitis in smokers without obstruction or mild (i.e., GOLD stage I and II) disease (42, 45). Since ferrets are not inbred, both genetic and environmental triggers — such as the presence of infection, intensity of smoking, and the effect of smoking cessation — for disease progression could be evaluated in future studies to help understand risk factors and causative features associated with progression from bronchitis alone to overt COPD.

COPD exacerbations are a major source of morbidity, mortality, and healthcare costs (46–49). Among the prominent features of the ferret model are respiratory exacerbations that occur spontaneously and bear striking similarities to human COPD exacerbations in regards to their severity, microbial features, and histopathological findings. We demonstrate that ferrets exposed to cigarette smoke develop sporadic respiratory exacerbations characterized by reduced physical activity, severe mucus retention, and overt bacterial infection (as opposed to subclinical colonization) centered around the airways (Figure 3). These findings set the stage for future studies to uncover the importance of impaired mucus clearance and abnormal mucosal defense in predisposing patients with COPD to recurrent infections, an aspect of the pathogenesis of COPD exacerbations that has not been emphasized in recent years but is of renewed interest, given their contribution to disease morbidity and progression (50, 51). The pathologic organisms isolated to date are native to ferrets, suggesting that defects in epithelial innate defense create a permissive host environment for pathologic colonization. The same is thought to occur in humans, in which altered pathogenicity has been reported in the setting of COPD exacerbations (46). Like the ferrets in our studies, patients with chron-
ic bronchitis and minimal airway obstruction also develop exacerbations that cause significant morbidity disproportionate to the severity of the underlying disease and that are significant contributors to disease progression (52, 53). The clinical features of these exacerbations warrant further study and could yield potential interventions to mitigate their incidence and/or severity.

In summary, we have developed an animal model of smoke-induced chronic bronchitis, which recapitulates human COPD by exhibiting features of emphysema, bronchiolitis, and airway obstruction. This model presents exciting opportunities to evaluate in detail the pathogenesis of chronic bronchitis and airway infection; the role of sporadic exacerbations in altering the natural history of COPD; and the potential to interrupt disease progression by testing specific therapeutic interventions.

Methods

Cigarette smoke exposure in ferrets. Age- and gender-matched wild-type ferrets (*Mustela putorius furo*, females, 0.6–0.8 kg in body weight; males, 1.2–2.0 kg in body weight) were procured from Marshall BioResources and randomly assigned to whole cigarette smoke exposure or air control groups. Following a brief period of acclimatization and training, ferrets were restrained in customized male and female nose-only exposure tubes, with a 24-port plenum connected to mainstream smoke output. Ferrets were exposed to 60 minutes of smoke from 3R4F research cigarettes, twice daily for 6 months. Cigarette smoke was generated by an
automated cigarette smoke generator (SCIREQ, InExpose model), with a 24-cigarette autoloading carousel. An in-line gas analyzer for oxygen, carbon monoxide, and particulate matter provided real-time estimates of cigarette smoke intensity and ensured accurate and safe exposure of animals. Animals were monitored continuously, and analytics demonstrated particulate matter (200 μg/l of total particulate matter) and CO levels (~1%–3%) typical of other animal exposure systems.

Standardized anesthesia and endotracheal intubation. For lung function measurements, ferrets were anesthetized with a formulation containing dexmedetomidine (0.08–0.2 mg/kg, IM) and ketamine (2.5–5 mg/kg, IM). Ophthalmic petroleum jelly was applied to the eyes once sedation was achieved to minimize drying. The animals were placed on a heated operating table until recovery. Pulse oximetry was used to monitor oxygenation and the depth of anesthesia. Supplemental oxygen was provided, if needed. Atipamezole (5.0 mg/ml) was administered as a reversal agent upon completion of the procedures, followed by a brief monitoring period. Ferrets were intubated with a 3.0-mm cuffed endotracheal tube by an expert operator using a laryngoscope equipped with a Miller blade (size 0). Endotracheal intubation was confirmed with a pediatric end-tidal CO2 detector.

Cough monitoring. Unrestrained ferrets were analyzed using a cough monitoring system (EMKA Technologies) capable of performing simultaneous video, acoustic, and plethysmographic recordings. Cough analysis included acoustic and visual recordings compared with those of plethysmography, indicated by abrupt deep inhalation and exhalation characteristic of cough. Early-morning coughs (between 7 and 9 AM) were recorded at least 16 hours following the last smoke exposure, without any stimulation with inhaled irritants. Frequency of cough was monitored once the animal was acquainted with the chamber. Cough data were acquired for 10 minutes per session.

Lung function measurements. Spirometric lung function in ferrets was characterized using the FlexiVent mechanical ventilator (SCIREQ), using module 5 according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Ferrets were sedated, then endotracheally intubated and connected to the in-line ventilator for multiple forced maneuvers. Following acquisition of baseline parameters, anesthetized ferrets received succinylcholine (2–5 mg/kg, i.v.) to relax voluntary breathing for up to 10 minutes and improve signal acquisition for respiratory parameters, including resistance, compliance, elastance, inspiratory capacity, and pressure-volume loops. Ferrets remained on ventilator support until they recovered from sedation and were able to breathe spontaneously.

 Necropsy and histopathologic analysis. Anesthetized ferrets were euthanized by exsanguination when in clinical distress or at the end of the study. Separate lung lobes were designated for histopathology, microbiome/microbiology, and biochemical analysis of inflammation. Bronchoalveolar lavage fluids were collected with 10 ml of sterile saline from right lungs, except from the cordate lobe that was cryopreserved for protein expression analyses. Left lungs were inflated by instilling 70% alcoholic formalin to a pressure of 25 cm of water and fixed in excess formalin for a minimum of 48 hours before being sectioned and embedded in paraffin. Tissue sections were examined by a board-certified veterinary pathologist for evidence of inflammatory cell infiltrate, mucus stasis, alveolar enlargement, and additional histopathologic changes in direct comparison to controls. A veterinary pathologist remained blinded to treatment assignments during these analyses and quantitative morphometry.

 Reagents. All chemicals used in this study were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.

 Statistics. Descriptive statistics (mean, SD, and SEM) were compared using 2-sided Student’s t test or 2-way ANOVA, as appropriate. Post-hoc tests for multiple comparisons following ANOVA were calculated using Fisher’s least significant difference only if ANOVA was significant. All statistical tests were 2-sided and were performed at a 5% significance level (i.e., α = 0.05) using GraphPad Prism software. Error bars designate SEM unless indicated otherwise.

 Study approval. All animal protocols used in this work were reviewed and approved by the University of Alabama at Birmingham Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
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